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Students will explore the physical world through inquiry and
experimental design with our science-forward courses. Students engage in fun hands-on activities with inquiry-based
interactive sessions. Students also get to take home their creation after every class.
Let your kids learn Hands-On Robotics programming and
component design experience. STEM based learning methods on a 4th to 8th grade level focusing on group approach.
Inspiring the minds of the future with direct Robotics projects in class. Learn about Lights, Motors, Computer
programming on a easy to understand curriculum. Kids who finish this class will have the ability to understand
components and programming to use their own imagination to inspire creativity in our technology driven future. Basic
and fundamental design approaches will create the maker mind while opening up endless possibilities with
microprocessors and components. The goal of this class is to educate students on the future of technology through
Hands-On group-based approaches and preparing them for the future.
Cooking with The Kids' Table guided by our chef instructor, kids
get to chop, grate and roll their way to a different delicious recipe each week. Students enjoy the fruits of their labor at
the end of each class, and get the recipe so they can recreate the dish at home. The Kids' Table is a unique cooking
school that transforms healthy cooking and eating into an adventure for all ages, with locations in Wicker Park and
Lakeview.
Mission Propelle (formerly Smarty Pants
Yoga) empowers elementary-aged girls to discover who they are, what they believe, and how to advocate for
themselves through a combination of yoga, reading, and mentoring. In each one-hour class, girls develop mindfulness
and self-confidence as they practice yoga, and problem solving by reading original storybooks starring a female
protagonist. Learn more at www.missionpropelle.com
MY ART GALLERY SKETCHBOOK PORTFOLIOEach sketchbook has a different theme and all the projects inside the book are related to that theme. Here are just a
few of the sketchbook titles: Fantasy, Seasons, The Me Book, Adjectives and Animals. Paintings, drawings and collages
related to the theme are mounted into a large presentation book to store and enjoy.
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